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Foreword
Dear reader,

Our customers need reliable, integrated

delivered by a single party they can trust.

end-to-end solutions that offer best value in

Therefore we are glad to introduce to you

With great pleasure I present to you this

terms of performance, food safety, flexibility

our latest egg grader and egg breaker that

special edition of Moba Insight, which

and ease of use. Moba’s mission is to support

both set the new capacity benchmark in

illustrates our ambition to further enhance

customers to continuously improve their

the industry, combined with superior yield

our leading position as a highly trusted

business by developing, realising, servicing,

based on proven egg-handling technologies.

frontrunner in the egg-grading, packing, and

and optimising egg-grading, packing and

In addition we present to you our new case

processing industry.

processing solutions. Moba’s success is built

packer that will become the new industry

Like Moba, the previous companies I have

on product leadership through innovation

benchmark in capacity, flexibility, footprint

worked for are innovative, growing,

and a reputation of reliability delivered by

and gentle handling. It has already proven

mid-sized technology companies with a firm

the most experienced and committed global

to operate first-time-right and seamlessly

reputation and a global leadership position.

sales and service network with the highest

integrates with our graders.

I have served as CEO and Operations Director

density.

In customer service we go a long way to

with machine-building and engineering

To maintain and enhance our product

satisfy your needs. Although we already

businesses in the automated material

leadership position we continuously search

have the densest sales and service network

handling and aerospace industries.

for new solutions to improve the yield of our

of the industry, we are about to open our

It is my privilege to be part of the Moba

customers’ operation through superior egg

Dubai office which will enable us to further

team since 2014.

handling and detection. In addition we con-

expand on our leading position in the Middle

tinuously develop ways to improve our cus-

East. Our superior global sales and service

tomers’ operational cost efficiency through

network is also the reason why we believe

machine capacity increase and further auto-

that Pelbo, the outstanding egg-processing

mation of case packing and other logistical

company that became a member of Moba

processes. We also continue to develop our

Group earlier this year, will flourish and

leading position in total system integration,

grow in the coming years. For our customers

because we believe our customers deserve

this means that the superior Pelbo product

an easy to operate end-to-end solution

line will become available around the globe
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with trusted service within reach.
We want to be where our customers are.
Physically as well as digitally. Our new digital
platform iMoba will provide you with critical
management information that benefits your
business in ways you did not think possible.
Its cloud-based services will open the door
for even more proactive customer support.
Last but not least, our most important asset

Colophon

is our team. We have put ownership, team
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play and people development high on the
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agenda. This is because we believe this is
beneficial for customers and for Moba in the
long run.
I hope that this special edition of Moba
Insight will inspire you. Together we are honored to serve you, and we look forward to
continue to do so for many years to come.

Managing Director Moba Group
Michiel Peters, Managing Director Moba Group
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“Combining egg
grading, packing,
breaking and
processing”

Paul agrees. “Combining Moba’s egg-

Paul continues: “Since Moba and Pelbo

grading and -packing activities with the

joined forces in March 2016, we combined

egg-breaking and -processing segment

our individual service networks into one

that Pelbo excels in, turns Moba into the

large network. Moreover, we are expanding

ideal business partner for customers and

this network together. It is clear that the

prospects that are in need of a total solu-

egg-grading market on the one hand, and

tions provider. It is really a natural business

the egg-breaking and -processing market

“In the egg-processing industry,” says Paul,

progression that meets the demand of

on the other, are complementary. Our ability

who over the years became Moba’s face

the market,” he explains. “Moba is more

to cater to both means we can provide the

to the industry, “companies are expanding

than a supplier of machines. We help our

total solutions our customers are looking

their operations and are becoming ever

customers grow their businesses and we

for. Because we combine this with 24/7

more specialised. As a consequence, the

design better production plants. On a daily

service and support, we meet and exceed

business models of our customers are

basis we ensure that our systems operate

the market’s high standards.”

increasingly centred around the production

smoothly, at maximum efficiency.”

One-stop shop

and sales of eggs. Strongly driven by yield
and efficiency, our customers are looking

Classic example

Fabio takes over, and goes on to explain

for a reliable partner that does not only

Is this why Pelbo joined Moba Group?

that the merger is driven by customer

supply equipment, but delivers support

Paul: “While Moba wanted to complete

needs. Even if not all customers are active

that guarantees life-long, top-notch per-

its portfolio in the egg-breaking market,

in both fields, many larger customers are:

formance. Our customers no longer want

egg breaking is Pelbo’s core business.

they grade, break, and process eggs. “From

to worry about spare parts and machine

The merger is a classic example of what it

a customer’s perspective, the merger

maintenance – they want to focus on the

means to complement each other’s core

translates into additional convenience. It

bigger picture.”

strengths. Pelbo is a leading and innova-

provides a single point of contact that will

Fabio Gualtieri and Paul de Schouwer

Why joining forces creates
unparalleled customer value

tive manufacturer of equipment for the

prevent future confusion over whom to call

Total solutions provider

egg-processing and -breaking market, and

in case of a service request. But not only

Fabio takes this point forward: “There is

built an excellent reputation that spans

does the merger combine the sales and

an increasing demand for suppliers that

across decades. The family business was

aftersales networks of both companies,

are able to combine the grading, packing,

established in 1982 by Fabio’s grandfather,

behind the scenes a lot has changed as

breaking, and processing of eggs. The merger

and has served its customers with excel-

well and will still change to the advantage

turns Moba into an ideal partner for the

lence since. Today, the merger combines

of the customer. These changes include

industry. Moba’s acquisition of Pelbo

the best of egg grading and processing, it

warehouse sharing, improved technical

naturally flows from the market trends we

results in the ultimate way to service custo-

support and much quicker transfer of

identify. We see those trends unfold around

mers that are in need of both types

knowledge.”

the world, but particularly in emerging mar-

of equipment.”

kets, where demand for this combination of
activities is rising as we speak.”

The recent merger between Moba and Pelbo created a whole new world
of customer value. Paul de Schouwer, Sales Director at Moba Group, and
Fabio Gualtieri, Sales Director at Pelbo, explain how the integration of sales
networks and customer service operations will benefit Moba’s ever-expanding
customer base. A conversation between two representatives of a highly
reliable partner for the egg-processing industry: Moba Group.
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“Smart technology that
maximises profits”
The benefits of the merger are clear. And yet, the list goes on.

Global presence

What are similarities between the egg-grading and egg-breaking

“Next,” says Fabio, “having become a one-stop shop seamlessly fits

markets and how have these been taken into consideration in the

in with our goal of being where our customers are. Thanks to our

merger? “There is a strong connection between both segments,”

global presence, we are in our clients’ time zones, we are part of

Paul points out, “and many of our customers are active in both.

their cultures, and we speak their languages. We have 60 agents

The biggest similarity is that more customers are looking for help

all over the world, and sales managers for every region. In order

in designing their new operations. With Pelbo becoming a member

to cut back on bureaucracy, we keep our offices small; we split an

of Moba Group, customers that are active in grading and packing

office the moment it grows too big. To be frank, we will never stop

and want to move into egg breaking, can easily make this transition

looking for ways to go where our customers are. Our sales people

with the support of a single, highly reliable partner. Through the

around the world now complement one another with their know-

merge, Moba has become a one-stop shop.”

ledge of clients, markets, and regions.”

BRIGHT FUTURE

Paul and Fabio emphasise that customer support is very specific

According to Paul and Fabio, Moba

are well established, this is not the

market in Brugherio. It empowers

to a client’s situation. Moba’s sales engineers help the sales force

is looking at a bright future. Paul: “It

case in China and Latin America. Here

us to make more progress and bring

create ideas that best solve a client’s problem. Oftentimes, smart

is commonly known that eggs are a

we still have a lot to explain because

additional innovation to the market.

combinations are designed as a result. An example is a breaker

source of healthy protein and have a

people are not accustomed to the use

The merger also means that Pelbo can

control system that can redirect certain egg types from an egg gra-

relatively low carbon footprint when

of pasteurised, liquid eggs. However,

enter new markets, such as China and

der to a breaker. Smart capacity settings and priorities in software

compared to other foods. Eggs can

because this type of usage is safe,

Latin America. Because we now have

ensure that more expensive eggs are used as table eggs, while

feed a growing world population in a

salmonella free, and a lot easier to

access to Moba’s worldwide sales

lower quality batches are sent to the egg breaker. “An excellent

very effective manner.”

transport, I am confident that we have

organisation and service network, our

a strong case.”

egg-breaking technology will become

example of how the merger can lead to smart technology that
maximises profits, while contributing to the perfect level of product

Fabio adds: “There are enormous

quality,” Paul says.

opportunities for our customers

Fabio concludes: “I am very grate-

Together Moba and Pelbo will create

and for us in different regions of the

ful that Moba will concentrate its

unparalleled customer value!”

world. Although the egg-processing

development and manufacturing

markets in Europe and North America

activities for the egg-processing

available worldwide. The bottom line?

We have 60 agents all over the world,
and sales managers for every region.
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A complete machine was tested
for months in the Moba factory
with only one goal:
FIRST-TIME-RIGHT

OMNIA PX 700
DOUBLE OUTPUT, SAME EFFORT

Moba has manufactured egg grading and -packing
equipment for the past 70 years. Throughout its
history, much of the company’s research was
based on trial and error methods. Hard work and

“We always take the egg as a starting point for our designs, and make no compromises when
it comes to egg handling. This attitude resulted in the Twinfeed concept.”
Paul Buisman, Product Manager

Omnia PX 700: Highest capacity –
The highest possible yield without a
compromise on egg-handling safety

innumerable tests resulted in the individual egg
handling principles that apply to Moba graders
across the board. But egg handling continuously
evolves, and innovation is an ever-driving force for
improvement.

“Today, the market requires higher-capacity egg-handling equip-

The programme proved that former Moba specialists and crafts-

ment,” says Paul Buisman, Product Manager at Moba. “At Moba,

men delivered excellent work. They stayed well within the limits

we paid particular attention to speed limits and how adjusting

of safe egg handling, and we discovered that only a 6% margin

them could lead to capacity maximisation. In cooperation with the

was left to be gained. With the brand new Omnia PX series, Moba

University of Leuven, Moba developed a programme that set new

capitalises on this margin (with for instance 530cph in the Omnia

egg-handling standards. Maximum egg accelerations and decele-

PX, versus 500cph in the Omnia FT), while its “historic egg laws”

rations were determined, noting that exceeding speed limits would

continue to be incorporated in today’s designs.

endanger the quality of the egg. Internal defects, such as loose air
chambers, damaged chalazae, broken yolks, or disrupted membranes could occur in regular eggs, on top of which cracks could occur
in thin-shelled eggs.”
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“When developing the Omnia PX 700, we encountered a dyna-

The Twinfeed concept offers profuse advantages:

mic field of competition. Some competitors had already reached

• The Twinfeed concept is more easily to be connected to the

beyond 650cph, whereas others engaged in a race to achieve

egg conveyors. This results in a better flow into the grader

even higher capacities. To us, supplementary process accelera-

• The infeeds can be switched on and off on an individual basis.

tion that could compromise safety in egg handling, was a no-go

At the end of a shift, one infeed can process the last batch of

area. Instead, our solution lies with increased volume rather

eggs, while the other is switched to standby mode for cleaning

than speed,” says Buisman. “The two most critical stages in egg

or maintenance

handling are getting the eggs into the tracks using a transfer,

• Two smaller transfer units offer better access for cleaning

and out of the tracks again by means of the dropping process.

and maintenance. We made sure the units can be washed

With this in mind, the Twinfeed concept was born. This concept

down with foam and high-pressure cleaning

incorporates two independently operating infeed systems that

• The Twinfeed system’s transfer movements are extremely

accommodate 12 rows each. Egg accelerations are kept on the

gentle, while offering the highest egg handling capacity

safe side as a total of 24 egg rows is fed into the machine.

available across the industry. Also, the system offers the

The Omnia PX 700: all hygienic and ergonomic features
of the PX family, and more…
In addition to the added value embodied by the Twinfeed concept, the Omnia PX 700 includes all features of the new PX standard.
Around the world, close to one hundred of these high-end machines are currently operational – as little as two years after the introduction
of the Omnia PX 350 and PX 530. This number proves that the features introduced with the PX family are well appreciated by the market,
and were a “must-have” in the design of the Omnia PX 700.
Food safety

• Disinfection of weighing and transportation grippers during production by means of UVC
• Disinfection of transfer by means of UVC
• Disinfection of all egg-touching packer parts by means of silver ions
• Clean-in-place cleaning of rollers on infeed

lowest acceleration pattern seen in the industry

• Clean-in-place cleaning of weighing and transportation grippers

• Because of lower egg handling speeds in comparison to other

• Wash-down of infeed, transfer, and entire packers by means of foam and high-pressure cleaning

equipment, eggs can be loaded onto rollers much more safely
via a loader or accumulator
• Infeed dirt, crack, and leak detection are more precise thanks
to these same lower speeds

• To reduce downtime, all egg-touching packer parts can be removed within seconds and cleaned
		 by an external parts washer, while the machine continues to operate!
Individual egg handling

drying length
• Thanks to the modern control system of the Omnia PX 700, a
high number of mechanical adjustments became redundant.
Once switched on, the machine automatically sets itself to its

• Lowest-possible impact on the egg, resulting in more Grade A ‘higher yield’
• Individual programming of products (including sophisticated upgrading options), resulting in more Grade A

• If egg washing is part of the process, the lower speeds of the
Twinfeed system enables the shortest possible washing and

• Disinfection of eggs and rollers during production by means of UVC

• On-the-egg accurate Tracking and Tracing
Ergonomics

• Colour-based touch screens installed at the packing lanes for easy setup
• On-screen instructions on denester and packer setup, resulting in swift product changes
• Icon-based error messages that indicate problems as efficiently as possible, optimising the machine’s

		uptime

starting point, which eliminates the need for critical adjustments

BUILT TO LAST

The Twinfeed concept that inspires the Omnia PX 700, seamlessly fits in with
Moba’s philosophy of providing equipment that is built to last and takes the
worry out of egg handling. Buisman: “Compare a sports car to a road truck.
Both vehicles will feature an engine way beyond 600 horsepower. The sports
car works at close to 10,000 rpm when producing this energy, while the average
truck does this at 2,000 rpm. I would love to drive the sports car for a vacation,
but when it comes to sustaining my critical production chain on a daily basis,
I would never use the same engine to transport eggs. Quality and long-term
support have been reflected in our trademark for 70 years, and live on in the
Omnia PX 700.”
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Customer reviews
U.S.A.
Mr. Mike Gemperle: "After the install of our Omnia PX 530 we went from
two nine hour shifts to one 8.5 hour shift. Our grade A has increased and
loss is down significantly. The CIP and wash down make it easy and
efficient to clean. We have different brands of graders at other locations
and the Moba is best by far and in a class of their own.

Dinant Hardeman:
“Only fully tested features
will be implemented in the
field. Our customers
expect nothing less.”

The Omnia PX 700
and our first-timeright strategy

Mr. Gary Snyder, Mr. Mike Gemperle and
Mr. Kelly Luth (from left to right)
Gemperle Farms, U.S.A

England, UK
“We choose the Omnia PX for many reasons including greater
egg handling ability, a machine wash down program with Cleaning
In Place and Cleaning Out Place features, meeting ours and our customers’
expectations. Next to a great machine we also enjoy excellent after sales
& service support.”

“It was not only my aim to have our

Avoiding any unwelcome surprises

The very first prototype

after its installation the machine was already

team design the world’s highest capacity

“The installation of our third ever machine

“This here is a complete PX 700 at our

grading one million eggs per day. After only a

egg grader,” says Dinant Hardeman,

was planned for Schippers Eggs in Michigan,

headquarters in Barneveld, the Netherlands,”

few weeks, grading had increased to our cur-

project manager Omnia PX 700. “At the

USA. The installation went flawlessly, and four

Dinant is proud to show. “Despite the

rent output of two million eggs per day. This

Mr. Matthew Bird

same time, I wanted to ensure field in-

days ahead of schedule we were in full pro-

considerable investment in having a complete

could only be achieved by installing an Auto-

troduction was as smooth as possible. We

duction. Although this machine was the first

test machine available in our test factory,

pack installation featuring Moba Robotics.”

needed to prove to the market that the

of its kind in the USA, Schippers’ response

the rewards have proven our decision right.

Omnia PX 700 is a ‘worry-free’ machine.”

fully justified our first-time-right strategy as

Not only did it offer us many opportunities

“It’s all about people”

Director Bird Bros Eggs
England, UK.

Japan
“We decided to go for Moba mainly because of Moba’s far longer experience with high capacity graders all over the world! Seeing
several Moba’s high capacity graders running well in the US and Europe
made us feel comfortable to choose Moba. We also like the advanced
clean ability and hygiene function of the PX model!”

well as the technical decision to continue with

for test trajectories during the early design

“In the end, it’s all about people. The very first

Moba has a solid track record when

our technology roadmap of individual egg

stages, but the lasting benefits can still be

PX 700 was installed by a very enthusiastic

it comes to the introduction of new

handling.”

enjoyed today. If one of our early adopters

team,” Dinant concludes his explanation. “The

reports any unexpected behaviour or requires

team was composed of a mix of R&D and ser-

machines and equipment to the market.
On the introduction of a new machine

Some weeks after the installation, Moba

a new feature, we can fully test and implement

vice experts. Such a mix is vital to further distri-

model, Moba will support its clients from

was happy to receive these affirmative

changes without interrupting our customers’

bute the know-how throughout the company,

start to finish, and guide them through

comments from Carl Schipper:

production in the slightest. The second PX

and to us, knowledge sharing is an essential

Mr. Yuichi Tomaru

the process to make sure the model is

“We have operated a Moba grader for several

700 ever built was therefore our field test

ongoing effort. It is why from day one our ever-

Executive director of Tomaru and also president of Motegi
No Tamago
Japan

fully functional within its operational

years and have had great success with it. This

machine.

increasing team learns about the new Omnia

environment.

made my decision to purchase the new machi-

Dinant: This second machine, for Oakland

machine. Our service makes the difference,
and we will make sure to keep it that way!”

U.S.A.
“We have operated a Moba grader for the last several years and
have had great success with it. This made my decision to purchase the new
machine quite easy. I’m pleased that Moba decided to continue with their
concept of individual egg handling and am very pleased with the
700 case per hour capacity that the new machine offers.
Moba was able to achieve this without speeding up any
critical processes. I’m happy to be the first company in the
USA using this type of egg grader.”

ne quite easy. I’m pleased that Moba decided

Farms, UK, was also fully tested before shipping.

“When introducing smaller machines,

to continue with their concept of individual egg

Although we agreed to start gradually, soon

one can think of backup scenarios in

handling, and I am more than satisfied with

case something goes wrong,” continues

the 700-cases-per-hour capacity that the new

Dinant, “but in the case of the PX 700,

machine offers. Moba was able to achieve this

with a capacity to grade over a quarter

without speeding up any of the critical proces-

of a million eggs per hour, this is virtually

ses. I’m happy to be the first company in the

impossible. Moreover, for Moba techni-

USA to use this type of egg grader.”

cians it may be a new machine model,
for our clients it is only one link – though

Dinant Hardeman: “I was very pleased to

a vital link – in their production chain.

receive such positive customer feedback.

Mr. Cal Schipper

All this combined is what drives our high

It confirms that our team was successful in

Owner Schipper Eggs LLC
Holland, Michigan, U.S.A.

standards and ambition for the smoot-

meeting our customer’s demands. Even with

hest field introduction possible.”

the first machines in this brand new series
we avoid any unwelcome surprises. Only
fully tested features will be implemented in
the field. Our customers expect nothing less.”
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Provide best solutions
and service

‘We proudly present
our latest innovations’

The ever increasing demands for efficiency and performance of

Pelbo knows exactly the needs of the industry and believes in the

egg processors is stimulating Pelbo’s R&D to seek new solutions

added value of service and support. Its team of specialists is con-

for modern equipment. Pelbo strives to enable egg processors

stantly working to support the industry worldwide at its best, with

to perform at their best, with highest possible yield, final product

maintenance and support and a prompt spare parts service. Pelbo

quality, longest shelf life all to be able to produce ingredients with

is committed to remain a key asset and is continuously investing

the best performance.

to grow and to provide its best solutions and services to the Egg
Industry. Pelbo provides...Future-proof solutions.

This is the thought of Giorgio Pellegrinelli - President of Pelbo - inventor of the first parallel lines egg-breaking / separating machine.
Spanning more than three decades of design and manufacturing
of egg-processing equipment, Pelbo has grown and keeps growing
to serve the industry. Not only with egg-breaking machines and
liquid egg pasteurizers, but also with several line components such
as the innovative Chrono Loading systems, egg washers, candlers,
filtration and egg shell treatment.

PELBO SYNCHRO 626
HIGHEST CAPACITY - HIGHEST PRODUCT QUALITY

Egg breaker separator – 626 cases/hour
– compliant with strictest food safety
standards
• Excellent egg breaking and easy maintenance
thanks to Dynamic Auto Synchronisation
• Proven egg-breaking system:

“The increasing demand for efficiency
and performance of Egg-Processing
plants is stimulating Pelbo’s R&D to

-

Heavy-duty stainless steel components

-

High yield and optimal separation

seek for new solutions and modern

-

Highest standard in food safety

-

Clean-in-place cleaning

equipment.”
Giorgio Pellegrinelli,
President of Pelbo

Choose a partner to rely on
14
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The highest capacity in egg breaking
and separating: the Synchro 626

At Pelbo, processing specialist of Moba Group, a production line of various egg breakers is in
full progress. When asked why one type of breaker is produced separately from the production
line, Gabriele Pellegrinelli, Operations Director of Pelbo, points out that even though the
machine may not seem much bigger, we are actually looking at the largest capacity breaker
in the world: the brand new Pelbo Synchro 626.

626 cases per hour or
225,360 eggs per hour
IN-LINE

Gabriele explains that “over the years,

colleagues who developed Moba graders,”

Pelbo has developed a breaking and sepa-

he says, “applied the same business mo-

rating system – the Pelbo Egg Breaking

dels. Proven technology is applied in an

Device – that integrates extremely high

innovative new design. Still, we maintain

yields with a robust and reliable stainless

the golden rule of keeping egg handling

steel construction. From the moment we

speeds on the same low and safe levels as

began imagining higher capacities, our R&D

in today’s models: high yield and reliability,

team was determined to continue using

is what drives us.”

the same well-known breaking device.
Moreover, we wanted no compromise in

By means of a compact design, Pelbo’s

draining time (which is the longest in the

R&D specialists were able to reduce the

industry), and the angle of the knife, as it al-

distance between individual crackers and

lows maximal drainage of the shell. Indeed

cups. This means the same trajectory can

we imposed very tough constraints on our

transport more eggs, and forward speed

designers, but we succeeded, and a beauti-

can be maintained while the machine

ful concept for the Synchro 626 resulted.”

processes more eggs. The result is an
increase in capacity without the need to

The highest possible capacity
without compromises in egg
handling

boost egg-handling speeds. Thanks to

Gabriele appears very content with the de-

seen in the industry.

innovation of the highest standard, the
Synchro 626 delivers the highest capacity

sign process of the Synchro 626. “Our R&D

16
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The best available system

Characteristics of the Pelbo Synchro 626 egg breaker and separator:
•

626 cases per hour or 225,360 eggs per hour IN-LINE

•

Higher capacity without any compromise on handling speeds or shell-draining time

yield levels. The extended drain section facilitates a considerable

•

New concept body design

synchronisation of each moving part and, as a consequence,

increase of liquid egg recovery and the cleanest – industry-recog-

•

New sliding covering/closing system

extremely high productivity with particular reference to optimised

nised – albumen with extremely few parts of whole egg. Further-

liquid drain and recovery. Also, the newly designed zone washing

more, cross-contamination is prevented as all handling takes place

•

Advanced extended liquid drain

system integrated in the Synchro 626 features high-speed cleaning

in the upper part of the machine.”

•

Highly efficient, labour-saving washing zones compatible with CIP systems

•

Albuchecker® Vision Scanner system for automatic detection of yolk droplets in

Gabriele: “In order to keep the mechanical drive of the machine

“Thanks to its innovative extended drain section,” Gabriele is proud

easy to adjust and maintain, an enhanced version of the Servo

to conclude, “the Synchro 626 provides very high efficiency and

Drive System was incorporated. This guarantees a constant

capsules and minimal water consumption, and guarantees
sanitation of each component when connected to a CIP system.”

“In addition to offering the highest-capacity breaker of the industry,

albumen, which ensures the industry’s cleanest albumen

we are confident to have designed the best available system when
it comes to the quality and functional properties of the final liquid
product.”
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1 Gentle and secure infeed of eggs with perfect positioning in cracker unit

8

Cracker opens shell. Inclined knife position allows maximum liquid
2 	
recovery. Knife timing prevents falling shell particles for the cleanest liquids
3 Shells removal

9

4 Inspectors can select inedible eggs
5 Collection of inedible eggs
6 High precision yolk scanner scans for yolk spots in the albumen
Only perfect eggwhites without yolk (fat) contamination are collected as “Albumen”
7 	
8 If yolk is detected in the albumen, the complete egg content is dropped as “whole egg”
9 After losing all albumen rests, the purest yolk remains
10 Optional dirt + leaker removal system in infeed
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Moba’s service and aftersales:
reliability at heart
By Mark van der Wolf, Director Service & Projects at Moba Group

To our customers, reliability means the world. Their operations must continue at all times,
and they are looking for a partner to count on. Because Moba understands this, our team
prevents downtime as much as possible and is available whenever our customers need us.
At Moba’s service and aftersales we do as we promise, improve on a continuous basis, and
deliver great value for money.

Mark van der Wolf, Director Service & Projects

“Downtime” is not a word that occurs in

headquarters in the Netherlands.

Technical Training Centre (TTC) supports

our dictionary. As our customers process

In addition, the Moba service and after-

customers by delivering technical training for

millions of eggs a day, they cannot afford

sales team consists of a broad network

operating and maintenance personnel. The

interruptions. A reality that we understand

of agents located in different regions and

Technical Training Centre, now operational

from the inside out, and the very reason

countries around the world.

for 20+ years, provides training in four

why outstanding service and aftersales are

different fields: Operator Application, Service,

at the forefront of the way we do business.

Also note our newly established customer

Detection, and Advanced Logistics. Moba

In a world of growing complexity and

care team. The team is responsible for post-

will continue to develop additional training

demands, our service teams take charge

installation care, remote machine monitoring

programs that cater to our customers’ needs

of the timely and high-quality installation,

and optimizing our customers’ equipment

and support the Moba product portfolio.

repair, and maintenance of egg-grading,

and operations. Deviations in (machine) per-

-packing and -processing equipment.

formance are monitored proactively to avoid

Our field service engineers and technical

downtime and inefficiencies .

coordinators are committed to support our
customers to prevent expensive downtime

Spare parts

whenever this is needed, on site as well as

Moba’s spare parts team is dedicated and

from remote locations.

committed to the support of our customers.

“Downtime is not a
word that occurs in
our dictionary.”

The team ensures that disruptions are kept

When it comes to technical training, we

Being where our customers are

at a minimum, and delivers spare parts

deliver high-quality programs that are of

In this light, our helpdesk is available 24/7

and technical information when requested.

genuine support to our customers and

in most countries

ensure that

and, in case of

training sessions

emergency, field

contribute to

service engineers

maximum opera-

can be dispatched

tional results.

within a couple of

Maximum value for money
Our customers have valued Moba’s service and aftersales for several decades.

Customers

customer call. Our

can sign up for

specialised field

technical training

service teams are

with one or more

able to install and

persons year-

service equipment

round. Training

at the highest qua-

programs can be

lity standards. Our engineers are trained at

We are able to deliver high-quality spare

customised for customers’ specific needs

Moba’s technical training centre, and have

parts on time, in full, and in an extremely

and are hosted at Moba’s headquarters in

extensive experience in the egg industry.

efficient manner. In order to guarantee up-

Barneveld, the Netherlands, and starting in

More complicated installations and service

time, durability, and great value for money,

2017 at our office in

jobs are taken on by senior service engi-

Moba will soon launch its “Moba certified

Farmington Hills (MI), United States.

neers or lead service engineers. Inspection

parts” program, which will ensure your

agreements, maintenance agreements, and

machine is equipped with original, durable,

service care packs are available in order

and warranted Moba spare parts.

Our customers have valued Moba’s service

to better schedule and plan resources and
cost of equipment.

Moba’s service and aftersales:
maximum value for money

Customers can order spare parts by phone

and aftersales for over decades. By ensu-

By ensuring maximum uptime, minimal costs, and optimal results, we support our

and email, as well as via the Moba spare

ring maximum uptime, minimal costs, and

To make sure that we are where our

parts web shop. Moba offices and Moba

optimal results, we support our customers

customers in their operations and the maintenance of their equipment at maximum

customers are, the global Moba service

agents all over the world guarantee availability

in their operations and the maintenance

value for money. We keep on doing what we promise, we keep improving, and we

and aftersales network consists of several

and the shortest possible delivery time .

of their equipment at maximum value

keep delivering best value for money.

20

hours following a

Moba service teams. We hold offices in

for money. We keep on doing what we

Japan, China, Malaysia, the United Kingdom,

Technical Training Centre

promise, we keep improving, and we keep

Germany, North America, and have our

In addition to our onsite presence, our

delivering best value for money.
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Moba MR 12:
taking robotics for the egg industry
to the next level

Despite fierce competition in the automa-

crate, and pallet combinations. While

one step down the line, unprofessional be-

tion segment behind egg graders, with over

engineering-on-demand solutions require

haviour of manual packers may still cause

200 systems installed across the globe,

programmers to return to a machine or

several percentages of cracks. Even if this

the Moba “MR series” has become the

even the gripper design process when a

process is automated, robots can do just

standard of the egg industry.

new consumer pack is introduced, Moba

the same when not perfectly designed.

will simply include a new entry in its library,
Ed van Steeg, Manager Product Applications

and the customer is good to go.

for the market segment that Moba label-

tray, two critical factors need to be taken

led “autopack,” says: “Our customers are

Ed: “Whenever Moba encounters a new

into consideration. First, the position

not merely looking for automation of the

consumer pack, case, or pallet, its configu-

where the grippers touch the pack is of

final step of the egg-grading and packing

rations are added to the library. Because all

paramount importance. The slightest

process. In our market, trends are subject

MR robot systems are compatible with the

downward bend of the pack will make the

to rapid change. Our clients are in need

full breadth of our library, a simple library

eggs in a pack of large or extra-large eggs

of equipment that brings continuity to

update guarantees that all customers

touch. At high handling speeds, this will

their business, even if tomorrow’s packing

benefit from new-found combinations.

cause cracks. Moba designed a gripper

demands are not entirely clear cut.”

At times, new gripper blades may be

system that does not support trays and

required as well, however, these come

packs from the side, but provides support

This demand for flexibility is strongly

in a click-and-go configuration and will

all the way at the bottom of the outer cups.

reflected by the fact that Moba’s robotics

seamlessly connect to existing equipment

This creates an upward-bended arch rather

systems are never customised for one

without the need for modification.”

than the shape of a ‘worn mattress,’ and

specific task. Instead, the series provides
a programmable tool that responds to
your demands today just as much as it will
tomorrow.

The MR series - now
including the brand
new MR 12 – is ready
for the future

With the introduction of the MR 12, Moba welcomes
a brand new member to the Moba Robotics family.

Ed: “When picking up a consumer pack or

leaves the eggs untouched when handled.

The Flexgripper: your
key to the best egg
handling possible

Even packing solutions that pack from four
sides cannot handle the eggs with the level
of care provided by the Flexgripper.
The second critical factor is the placement

A common misperception is that the risk

of packs in their cases, crates, or display

of bad egg handling becomes negligible

packs. Packs are best taken care of when

once the eggs are packed or placed on a

minimal clearance occurs between a pack

tray. Nothing could be further from the

and a case or crate wall. When strictly ob-

truth. The push for zero cracks leads to the

served, this also contributes to the highest

The basis for the MR series is a universal

incorporation of expensive technologies in

standard of egg handling.

and programmable platform that is “fed”

egg graders to cut machine-made cracks

with different varieties in egg-pack, case,

in a few out of every thousand eggs. Yet

The Flexgripper creates
a safe arch by gripping the
cups of a pack or tray.

Grippers touching the side
of a pack will exert too
much pressure and cause
cracks in the eggs.
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Ed van Steeg, Manager Product Applications
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Recognising the importance of these two factors, Moba designed the

Ed: “Not only is the MR 12’s design 30% smaller than any of our

Flexgripper: a universal gripper that can literally handle hundreds

competitors’ designs, its open set-up provides easy access to the

of varieties in consumer packs and trays. The Flexgripper is now

machine’s interior. This contributes to the important fact that an

included in the MR 10, MR 20, and MR 30 models, and the brand

MR 12 or even multiple MR 12s will not obstruct the operator’s

new MR 12.”

view of the packing process. Even the packing lanes connected to
the MR 12s remain clearly visible. All this, on top of the benefits

The MR 12: combining high-speed
case packing with an amazingly small
footprint

Customer
review from
the USA

the open design provides when cleaning.”
The MR 12 is a well-rounded addition to the existing MR series.
Although it does not replace existing products such as the MR10 –
required for specific patterns – the MR 12 provides unmatched
value for money when it comes to packing straight rows of con-

The MR 12 combines two independent robot case-packer channels

sumer packs into cases or crates. Also, the MR 12 fully integrates

in one cell. With a capacity of 180 cph (90 cph per channel), the

with Omnia graders and other autopack elements like pack split-

MR 12 is the fastest case-packing robot in the industry. It was de-

ters, case erectors, and top tray dispensers.

“We are working with Moba Robot systems now
for more than 2 years. The reliability and integra-

signed to have an amazingly small footprint, and fits neatly behind
the packing lanes of any Omnia machine. In case packing needs
to take place at a greater distance from the grader, the MR 12 will
seamlessly integrate with a Contiflow conveying system.

Specifications of the MR 12 Twin Robotic Case Packer

tion with logistics and the grader were reason for

Dimensions (LxWxH)

us to invest in automation. We see an ongoing

3,110 x 1,100 x 2,500* mm
*) recommended installation height is 2,800 mm

trend with Moba to keep innovating in further

Pack types

Consumer packs and trays.

Pack materials

All commonly used packing materials.

Pack arrangements

Processes rows of packs.

example: The two robot systems built into one

Capacity (eggs per

Up to 32,400 eph / 90 cph (depending on pattern

compact machine is a great idea. It is the smallest

hour) per side:

and pack type)

Power

10 KVA

possible footprint for the cell to process up to

Voltage

380 – 415V 3ph + N or

packing behind graders. The MR 12 is a perfect

180cph and the fact that 2 robots are totally independent gives us optimal flexibility. We are happy

200 – 230V 3ph + N
50 Hz (60 Hz)
Compressed air:

to test the very first version of MR 12 and we are

Capacity: 13 m3/hour (defined as free air at

sure that this innovation will change the market.”

a pressure of 1 bar)
6 bar, dew point 3°C
(an air dryer is recommended)

Since the introduction of the
Moba Robotics program
in 2010, Moba developed a
series of seven different robot
systems for the egg industry:
•

The MR 10 for case packing

•

The MR 12 for case packing

•

The MR 20 for display loading

•

The MR 30 for case packing and

Jerry Hall – Hickman’s Family Farms (USA)
Processing Director

display loading

Overview MR 12
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•

The MR 40 for tray palletising

•

The MR 50 for tray depalletising

•

The MR 60 for case palletising
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INDUSTRY 4.0
the Performance Pro module. This service
provides insight in the performance of your
machine and your production process over
time, and in case of machine breakdown,
can very easily indicate the underlying cause.
The quick-and-easy indicator shows to what

iMOBA

extent you reached your production targets,
and where room exists for process optimisation. iMoba enables you to optimise your
processes without endlessly having to go
over the numbers.
Once you subscribe, you can try the Perfor-

iMoba: turning data into value

All you need to perform at your
fingertips… anywhere

Until recently, the industrial revolution was marked

month trial period. Should you decide to quit

as a three-step process. First came the invention of

the trial prematurely, you will retain unlimited access to the Performance Lite version.

ment that set off industrialisation. Next, electricity

trending functions and fault-finding graphs.

became widely available, and enabled mass produc-

If you decide to continue using the Performance Pro module, all data from your trial

with programmable devices such as PLCs, to name

the Performance Pro module are flexible. De-

a powerful example. Recently, however, scientists

tails per day and trends per week, per month,

eggs per grade in conjunction with limited performance statistics.

your data at your fingertips.

or even across multiple years are only a click

referred to as Industry 4.0: our next industrial
revolution is taking place in cyberspace, and is all

nual basis. This approach eliminates large-scale initial invest-

indications that empower you to optimise

the egg business comes a growing need for true management

ments in software or technology that risk becoming obsolete.

your process.

• Your data is yours, and will remain yours. Once you subscribe

information is making for a tedious job that is taking up more and

to iMoba, you will receive instructions by email to help you set

more time in egg-grading and packing offices around the world.

up your account. You can be your own administrator, or appoint

We are all familiar with situations of office employees manually

anyone else, such as your IT manager. Only the administrator

collecting grader printouts, punching the numbers into excel

is able to provide data access. He or she can create and delete

sheets, and with the help of sophisticated pivot tables, producing

user accounts, for instance for your quality manager, farm ma-

insightful graphs.

nagers, and so on.

iMoba is taking grading information to the next level of data

• At any moment in time you can delete a user account. When an

processing. It provides services that crunch your grading data into

employee resigns, for example, this helps you protect your data.

the management information and production overviews you have

• At any moment in time you can decide to unsubscribe from one

always wanted.

or more iMoba modules.
• At any moment in time you can decide to stop using iMoba enti-

iMoba was designed to operate as follows:

rely, and delete all cloud data.

• All data produced by a grader is stored in a private cloud in raw
format. This enables our services to grow in functionality over
time, without needing to update the machines: all relevant data
is already in the cloud.

Future modules

• Apps will take care of “data crunching,” yielding insightful graphs

about the magical things that can be achieved with
large quantities of data (“Big Data”) and the many

iMoba is not a product – it is a journey.

billion machines and devices that produce and use

On a regular basis, updates will expand the

this data (“The Internet of Things”).

functionality of the app, and more modules
will become available in the future. At this
point we are developing modules that focus

iMoba is a new service for the egg industry that ca-

on farm management, production manage-

pitalises on exactly this development: all data produ-

ment, and equipment service. Next in line are
modules that let you benchmark your own

ced by egg graders is made available for immediate

performance against industry averages, and

and future use, and powerful data crunching creates

provide access to cloud data for third-party

instantaneous and profound insights – a resource

software. Together, these modules – and the
ones that will be developed in the future –

Starting the journey:
the Performance Pro module

have come to agree on a fourth step, which is

away. Easy-to-read graphs provide clear

consulted when needed. With the ongoing professionalisation in
information. Turning the masses of present-day data into valuable

tion. Step three was the introduction of electronics,

period will remain available. Time scales in
computer. Anywhere you have an internet connection, you have
• iMoba is a service that you subscribe to and pay for on an an-

the steam engine, which provided energy and move-

This version offers similar insights, but limits

Egg graders produce counting reports that show the amount of
In former days, these printouts ended up in a binder and were
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mance Pro module for free during a three-

that used to require hard work and huge investment.

constitute a powerful software suite that is
unmatched by today’s available solutions.
A software suite that omits the need for
large-scale initial investments, cuts the risk

and overviews within milliseconds. The apps are compatible

iMoba allows users to subscribe to one or multiple modules. The

for obsolete technology, and is always kept

with iOS, Android, and with any browser on a laptop or desktop

iMoba service starts with the most frequently demanded module:

up to date in order to run on the latest
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iMoba

All the info you need at your ﬁngertips… anywhere

versions of browsers, operating systems,

with an additional encryption key, which

Last but not least: should you experience

computer platforms, and mobile devices.

again, only you control.

a problem using iMoba, our helpdesk can

You may not be aware of it, but you are

Moba
Cloud

SERVICE STATISTICS

iMobaiMobaiMoba
iMoba

Private Cloud

Inzicht
omInzicht
je
te
verbeteren
omInzicht
je proces
verbeteren
om te
je proces
te verbeteren
Inzicht om
je proces
te proces
verbeteren
iMoba

All the info you need at your ﬁngertips… anywhere

SERVICE STATISTICS

Private Cloud

Private Cloud

MOBA
SERVICE STATISTICS
Cloud
Private Cloud

probably using a number of cloud services

Moba does not possess nor has access

you know that more than 75% of all repor-

already. When you book a hotel or a flight

to this encryption key. Moba can’t track

ted problems can be solved with a simple

on the internet for example, use an online

sensitive data back to individual custo-

internet connection?

banking app, or work with cloud-based

mers, however it is still possible to create

email. In short, you probably trust confi-

benchmark data from service statistics.

iMoba – a journey, not a product

dential data to the cloud already. iMoba

By comparing your performance against

iMoba is a service that has the potential to

is taking the average

grow and never stop gro-

cloud function to the

wing. iMoba incorporates

next level.

a high degree of flexibility,

In iMoba, your data is

Secured
MOBA

SERVICE STATISTICS

Cloud

MOBA
SERVICE STATISTICS
Cloud

securely stored in a pri-

MOBA
Cloud

Private Cloud

SERVICE STATISTICS

Moba
Cloud

Private Cloud

assist you via a remote screen session. Did

Your data is secured

Secured

Secured

Secured

Secured
Access

Secured
Access

Modules

Secured
Access

EGG
PRODUCER

SERVICE HELPDESK INFO

BENCHMARKING

SERVICE HELPDESK INFO

Modules

SERVICE HELPDESK INFO

Performance
information

BENCHMARKING

Modules

Modules
Secured
Access

Raw
Data

SERVICE HELPDESK INFO

information

BENCHMARKING

Raw
Performance
Data

SERVICE HELPDESK INFO

BENCHMARKING

Raw
Raw
Data
Data

SERVICE HELPDESK INFO

Secured
Access

BENCHMARKING

Raw
Data

Raw
Data

BENCHMARKING

Secured
Access

YOU!
Subscription to
various modules

customers is welcomed and
used to perfect the service.

vate cloud. Moba selec-

As iMoba will be rolled

ted an independent and

out, more and more user

certified data service
Secured

Secured

and feedback from our

requests will be submitted.

for this purpose. Your data is backed up

dozens of statistical data sets, we provide

The most frequently requested features

on your behalf, and you have fast access

a very powerful opportunity that lets you

will be implemented first. These will in

around the globe. To guarantee total

improve your business.

turn generate new requests, again leading
to the development of new features – a

ownership of your data, however, Moba
pushes beyond the average requirements

Completely de-linked from your confidenti-

never-ending cycle that we call the iMoba

for contemporary cloud safety.

al and encrypted data, service statistics will

journey. The more industry professionals

be shared with Moba in order to improve

join the journey, the more advanced the

Thanks to data encryption, your sensitive

our services. Service statistics comprise in-

service will become over time.

data is fully protected. You possess the key:

formation about such aspects as software

only you create user accounts, and only

versions, machine availability, run hours,

you can supply the users of those accounts

and critical error signals.

Modules

EGG
PRODUCER

Product
Improvements

EGG
PRODUCER

EGG
PRODUCER

Product
Improvements

Product
Improvements

YOU!

YOU!

Product
Service Improvements

YOU!

Improved
services
and products

Improved
process
control

EGG
PRODUCER

Service

Customer YOU!
Beneﬁts

EGG
PRODUCER

Service

Customer
Beneﬁts

Service

Customer
Beneﬁts

Customer
Beneﬁts

Customer
Beneﬁts

YOU!
Subscription to
various modules

Modules
Improved
services
and products

Improved
process
control

iMoba starts at
the egg farms
where the eggs
Raw
Data for
are graded
distribution.
Local reports about performance and production are
history. You can still use
them of course, but with
iMoba your raw data is
stored right into the highly
secured private cloud.
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Some service
related
statistics
are
Raw
Raw
Secured
Secured
Data
Data
Access
Modules
also stored
in
Access
Moba’s private
cloud. Via this route we
provide you powerful tools
to improve your
performance and at the
same time we can support
you better with sophisticated service and continuous
product improvements.

With iMoba you
are in absolute
Customer
control.
You
Raw
Secured
Secured
Customer
Raw
Beneﬁts
Modules
Modules
Data
Access
Access
Beneﬁts
Data
decide whom
you share your
statistics with. Think of
your farm managers,
quality managers and
other stakeholders in your
company. Whether using
desktop computers, smart
phones or tablets, iMoba is
always with you.

You can
subscribe
Customer
to diﬀCustomer
erent
Secured
Beneﬁts
Beneﬁts
Modules
Modules
Access
modules.
Each module
will serve a speciﬁc purpose
and provide you with the
information that you
always wanted. Examples
are a performance module,
a farm-view module and a
product-view module.

Customer
Beneﬁts

While more
data is collected
and technology
Customer
Beneﬁts
progresses, we
will continuously
oﬀer you updates with new
functions. iMoba will oﬀer
you always the most up-todate tool without any big
initial investment.
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Our Innovations:

RELIABILITY

Omnia PX 700

Pelbo Synchro 626

MR 12

iMoba

Every minor crack in your egg production chain has huge consequences.

EGG GRADING INNOVATION

Choose a partner
to rely on, 24/7
We know your business like no
other. We know that downtime
of egg grading, packing and
processing equipment is one of
the biggest nightmares of every
egg producer. Therefore we design
and service our machines in the
most reliable way. Our worldwide

HIGHEST CAPACITY - HIGHEST YIELD
Proven Omnia PX concept at 700 Cases/hour
without speeding up egg handling
• Individual egg handling maximizes flexibility and Grade A
• Highest standard in food safety
• Innovative TWINFEED concept offers:
		 - Better egg flow to grader
		 - Easy access for cleaning and maintenance
		 - Full-mode and half-mode; clean one infeed while
			 other is running

service team is ready 24/7 to keep
your business going. Quality and
long term support have been our
standards for 70 years.

OMNIA PX 700
30

www.moba.net

PROUD PEOPLE
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For more information contact
your local sales representative:

www.moba.net
P.O. Box 7, 3770 AA Barneveld
Stationsweg 117, The Netherlands
T +31 342 455 655

Moba ONLINE

T +31 (0) 342 455 655

Follow us online for the latest news and innovations:

@MobaInfo

/mobafriends

/company/moba-b.v.

/mobagroupbarneveld

Choose a partner to rely on, 24/7

